Need Me

Aspiring journalist Caroline Sanders doesnt
have time for frat parties and college
keggers - not even when the gorgeous
Roger Freeman climbs into her car
unexpectedly one night on campus. The
two are inexplicably drawn together, but
when Carolines offered a prestigious
internship that could lead to a job at The
New York Times, she leaves Roger behind
for more serious prospects. Six years later,
back home and starting a new career as a
florist, shes shocked to run into Roger
again. Hes never forgotten the girl who left
him to find herself, though hes certainly
tried. No one compared to the adventurous
and exciting Caroline. As the two begin
seeing each other and grow closer, he finds
it impossible to resist falling for her charms
once more. What he doesnt know is that
Carolines life over the last few years has
been filled with tragedy, and the
adventurous and exciting woman he
remembers is all but gone. Is Roger ready
to risk his heart again, and is Caroline
ready to trust him with her story?
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